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Abstract—An original magnetometer based on a dc superconducting quantum interferometer is described.
The design features of the device are discussed and functional diagrams of its new units are presented. The
magnetic moment measurement methods that optimize the measurement process are proposed. Examples of
the investigations carried out on the samples of different materials are given. The factors affecting the reliabil-
ity of the magnetic measurements are considered.
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INTRODUCTION
The advances in physics of magnetic phenomena

are related, to a great extent, to the instrumentation
available to researchers. In the magnetic measure-
ments of small samples, of great importance is the
effective transmission of the magnetic f lux induced by
the magnetic moment of a sample to a magnetically
sensitive element of a device. The best methods for this
purpose are based on using vibrating sample and
SQUID (superconducting quantum interference
device) magnetometers [1]. The latter, unsurpassed in
sensitivity, are widely used in the magnetic susceptibil-
ity measurements in the temperature range from
helium to room temperature. At present, commercial
magnetometers are available to experimentalists; how-
ever, original designs make it possible to introduce
engineering solutions that would allow one to avoid
the drawbacks of commercial devices. In addition, it
becomes possible to carry out original investigations.

SQUID Magnetometer
The device developed at the Kirensky Institute of

Physics, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sci-
ences (Fig. 1), is designed to study the magnetic prop-
erties of a wide range of materials, from strongly mag-
netic ferro- and ferrimagnets to spin glasses, multi-
layer films, and nanostructures. As a magnetic f lux
detector, it uses SQUID 1. A useful signal is transmit-
ted from sample 2 to the SQUID by a short-circuited
superconducting magnetic f lux transformer contain-
ing two opposite receiving coils 3 and 4 and SQUID
input coil 5. The gradiometric connection of coils 3

and 4 facilitates the effective suppression of magnetic
interference. The SQUID (through the matching LC
circuit) and modulation and feedback coil 6 are con-
nected to electronics module 7, in which the useful
signal is amplified and processed and signals supplied
to coil 6 are formed.

The cryogenic part of the magnetometer consists of
a cryostat based on glass Dewar f lasks for cryogenic
agents connected to pumping and gas communica-
tions and a cryogenic insert. Superconducting sole-
noid 8 inducing a magnetizing field operates in a
short-circuited mode. The solenoid and the f lux
transformer are equipped with heaters 9 and 10, which
convert sections of the superconducting circuits to the
normal state for the time of variation in the magnetiz-
ing field. The solenoid is fed by bipolar current source 11
with three field subranges of 0.000…±0.004 T,
0.00…±0.04 T, and 0.0…±0.15 T.

The helium bath volume is 0.0012 m3. Owing to
some design features of the cryostat, its heat-insulat-
ing properties remain invariably high; moreover, there
is no need for periodic maintenance work with the
Dewar f lask for liquid helium. In addition, the design
of the cryogenic part excludes the occurrence of
destructive stresses in the walls of the Dewar f lask
upon cooling and reduces the loss of the expensive
cryogenic agent.

Sample 2 is placed in an anti-Dewar and heat-insu-
lated from a helium bath with a vacuum jacket. The
sample temperature can be controlled within 2–370 K
using a differential Au/0.07% Fe–Cu thermocouple.
Working junction 12 of the thermocouple is located
near the sample and control junction 13 is located in
801
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Fig. 1. General experimental configuration of a SQUID
magnetometer: (1) SQUID, (2) sample, (3, 4) receiving
coils, (5) SQUID input coil, (6) modulation and feedback
coil, (7) SQUID electronics module, (8) superconducting
solenoid, (9, 10) heaters, (11) current source, (12, 13) ther-
mocouple junctions, (14) thermostat, (15) electronics mod-
ule, (16) recording device, (17) oscilloscope, (18) radiation
source, (19) modulator, (20) attenuator, (21) condenser,
(22) light guide.
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thermostat 14, in which the temperature is stabilized
at 323 K. In electronics module 15, the nonlinear
thermo emf of the thermocouple is first amplified and
then processed by the ADC–ROM–DAC (analog-to-
digital converter–read-only memory–digital-to-ana-
log converter) circuit. A 12-bit ROM is programmed
for the thermocouple type used. The dc voltage
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formed at the output of module 15 is directly propor-
tional to the absolute temperature of the sample.

Electronics modules 7 and 15 are connected to
recording device 16. Oscilloscope 17 is used to tune
the magnetometer and visually control its operation.
The dynamic range of the SQUID magnetometer is
2 × 10–11–5 × 10–5 A m2.

In addition, the magnetometer is equipped with an
optical path containing optical radiation source 18,
electromechanical light f lux modulator 19, attenuator
20, condenser 21, and fiber-optic light guide 22. This
makes it possible to perform high-sensitivity measure-
ments of the photoinduced changes in the magnetic
moment of photosensitive crystals. In studying the
time behavior of photoinduced signals, the input X of
recording device 16 is connected to a time base unit.

SQUID Electronics
The maximum sensitivity of the magnetometer is

obtained using SQUIDs in the null-detection mode
(the f lux-locking system). The operation of a SQUID
in this mode is based on the periodic dependence of
the SQUID voltage on the magnetic f lux applied to its
contour [1]. For servicing a dc SQUID, an electric cir-
cuit was developed and fabricated; its main compo-
nents are presented in Fig. 2. A prototype for this cir-
cuit was the circuit described in [2], but significantly
renewed. In the f lux-locking system, the feedback
current is supplied through resistor ROC to modulation
coil LM, maintaining a constant quasistatic magnetic
flux through the interferometer circuit. In this case,
the change in the input f lux corresponds to the voltage
increment at the integrator output.

In the prototype proposed in [2], the measurement
process stops as soon as the integrator saturates. This
limitation can be overcome by equipping the electric
circuit with a magnetometer volume range expander
(Fig. 3a), which monitors the voltage at the integrator
output. When this voltage exceeds the limits set by ref-
erence voltage source 1, dual-limit regenerative com-
parator 2 switches and triggers univibrator 3 on a D
trigger, which controls electronic switch 4. Closing the
switch causes the integrator to reset to zero. In this
case, the comparator switches to the initial state and
RIALS: APPLIED RESEARCH  Vol. 11  No. 4  2020
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Fig. 3. (a) Volume range expander: (1) reference supply
source, (2) two-threshold regenerative comparator,
(3) univibrator, (4) electronic switch, (5) connection of the
electronic switch to the integrator. (b) Zero output signal
setting device: voltage repeater (VR), sample-and-hold
circuit (SHC), and differential amplifier (DA).
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the f lux induced by the current in the feedback circuit
and applied to the SQUID changes stepwise by an
integer number of magnetic f lux quanta. Thus, the
expander makes it possible (i) to increase the dynamic
range of the SQUID magnetometer toward the upper
limit without changing the absolute sensitivity of the
device, (ii) automatize the integrator reset operation,
and (iii) exclude manual actions by an operator.

Another functional device is designed to minimize
the effect of the variation in the magnetic moments of
components of the cryogenic insert. Using a zero out-
put signal setting device (Fig. 3b), the zero voltage is
set at the magnetometer output before recording each
experimental point. This device contains a voltage
repeater, a sample-and-hold circuit, and a differential
amplifier. It has two modes of operation: zero setting
and measurement. The modes are switched with elec-
tronic switch K1, which is controlled by an operator
using toggle P1. The zero output signal setting device

ensures the short time (~10–3 s) and high zero output
signal setting accuracy (~0.02% of the top limit of the
dynamic range on each of the three available measure-
ment limits). The zero output signal setting device
makes it possible to exclude the zero setting unambi-
guity of manual operations, which reduces the mea-
surement error.

The SQUID electronics consists of two design
modules. All the functional units, except for a pream-
plifier, are mounted inside the instrument mainframe

0.48 × 0.36 × 0.1 m3 in size. The preamplifier is
located in a cylindrical titanium housing with a diam-
eter of 0.032 m and a height of 0.08 m fixed on a cryo-
stat cup and connected to the main unit with a cable.

Methods for Measuring the Magnetic Moments

The following methods have been developed to
optimize the magnetic measurements on the SQUID
magnetometer.

1. Measurements of the static magnetic properties
of the samples the magnetic moment of which is below
the upper limit of the magnetometer measurements.
Sample 2 (Fig. 1) fixed in a holder at the rod end is
placed at a distance from receiving coils 3 and 4 on the
top (position A). Using the zero output signal setting
device, the voltage at the output of the SQUID mag-
netometer is set to zero. Then, the sample is smoothly
moved down to a position somewhat lower than upper
receiving coil 3 (position B). When the sample is
moved, the magnetic f lux through the receiving coils
and, consequently, through SQUID input coil 5
changes. The magnetometer output voltage U propor-
tional to the magnetic f lux variation and depending on
the sample position (Fig. 4a) attains its maximum Umax

when the sample passes near the center of coil 3. The
magnetic moment m of the sample is determined as

= −max h,m kU m
INORGANIC MATERIALS: APPLIED RESEARCH  Vol.
where k is the magnetometer constant measured at the
calibration of the device and mh is the contribution of
the empty sample holder.

2. Measurements of the static magnetic properties
of the samples the magnetic moment of which is
higher than the upper limit of the SQUID magnetom-
eter measurements. These measurements are per-
formed mainly when recording the temperature
dependences of the magnetic moment m(T). The sam-
ple under investigation is cooled down to the helium
temperature, its position is adjusted to the maximum
output signal of the magnetometer, and then the sam-
ple is fixed. Next, the sample is heated and, simulta-
neously, the continuous recording of the output signal
of the device is switched on. When the voltage goes
beyond the set limits, the voltage range expander
zeroes the integrator and the experimental curve con-
tinues to be recorded. Note that the recorded m(T)
dependence consists of several portions, which must
be joined together to obtain a desired experimental
curve.

3. Measurements of the photoinduced changes in
the magnetic moment, which is necessary for photo-
magnetic crystals. In this case, the time dependences
of the magnetic moment (m(t)) are recorded. Before
the measurements, the sample is set to the maximum
output signal of the magnetometer and fixed. Using
modulator 19 (Fig. 1), light pulses are generated
(curve 1 in Fig. 4b), which pass through optical fiber
 11  No. 4  2020
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Fig. 4. (a) Dependence of the output voltage of the
SQUID magnetometer on the sample position. (b) Photo-
magnetic measurements. (1) Optical radiation pulse and
(2) photoinduced change in the magnetic moment.
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22 and irradiate the sample. In this case, a signal pro-
portional to the change Δm in the magnetic moment of
the sample is induced in the receiving coils (curve 2 in
Fig. 4b). The supplied radiation power P is tuned by
attenuator 20.

Fundamental Study of the Magnetic Properties

Below, we give some examples of the fundamental
investigations carried out on the above-described
physical instrument. It is worth noting that the objec-
tive study of the properties of natural minerals is com-
INORGANIC MATE
plicated by the presence of various impurities. There-
fore, artificially grown single-crystal analogs are pre-
ferred, since, in this case, the substances are more
likely pure. Below, we present the data of the magnetic
measurements of several magnetically interesting
weak-magnetic materials; some of them were first
synthesized at the Kirensky Institute of Physics, Sibe-
rian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences.

Noncollinear Antiferromagnet

The magnetic susceptibility χ of the CuB2O4 cop-

per metaborate tetragonal single crystals at tempera-
tures of T > 21 K obeys the Curie–Weiss law, while at
T < 21 K, the susceptibility is strongly anisotropic
(Fig. 5a) [3]. When the magnetic field is perpendicular
to the crystallographic c axis, the χ(T) dependence at
temperatures of T = 21 and 10 K exhibits pronounced
anomalies. At the same orientation, in the range of
10 K < T < 21 K, there is a sharp kink in the magnetic
field dependences of the magnetization σ(B), the
position of which depends on temperature (Fig. 5b).
This indicates that, in the temperature range of 10 K <
T < 21 K, the CuB2O4 crystal passes to the weak-ferro-

magnetic state induced by an external magnetic field
and the magnetic moments of the sublattices lie in the
basal crystal plane.

Anisotropic Spin Glass

The spin glass state is most frequently observed in
polycrystalline materials, which are known to have
isotropic properties. Therefore, of great interest is the
anisotropic behavior of the spin glass state, which can
take place in single crystals. Figure 6 shows the tem-
perature dependences of the magnetization σ(T) of
the single-crystal β-Cu3Fe4(VO4)6 compound [4]. The

magnetic measurements were performed in the two
cooling modes: zero field cooling (ZFC) and cooling
in a magnetic field (field cooling, FC). A sharp mag-
netization peak characteristic of spin glasses is related
to the freezing temperature. It can be seen that the
location of the peak essentially depends on the orien-
tation of the single crystal relative to the magnetic field
B and shifts from 10 to 2.5 K, depending on the mea-
surement direction. Below the freezing temperature,
there is a clear difference between the ZFC and FC
dependences.

In addition, at T = 4.2 K, the relaxation of the ther-
moremanent magnetization is observed, the rate of
which depends on the sample orientation. This is addi-
tional evidence for the fact that the β-Cu3Fe4(VO4)6

crystal is an anisotropic spin glass.

Kondo Compound

Let us consider the magnetic properties of the sam-
ples with the extremely low magnetic susceptibility
RIALS: APPLIED RESEARCH  Vol. 11  No. 4  2020
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of the CuB2O4 single crystal. (a) Magnetic field B = 5 × 10–3 T
(1) perpendicular and (2) parallel to the crystal c axis. Inset: high-temperature portion of the temperature dependence of the mag-
netization. (b) Magnetic field dependences of the magnetization of the CuB2O4 single crystal at T = (1) 10, (2) 13, and (3) 17 K
at the orientation B ⊥ c.
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(χ ~ 10–8 m3/kg), i.e., the ε-FeSi crystals. Both poly-
and single crystals of the nonmagnetic ε-phase ferro-
silicides were studied [5].

In studying the weak-magnetic materials, the qual-
ity of the results directly depends on the mass of the
samples under investigation: the larger the mass, the
higher the signal-to-noise ratio. For the magnetic
measurements, it is desirable to prepare ε-FeSi sam-
ples with a mass of several hundred milligrams. How-
ever, with an increase in the polycrystal volume, the
samples will probably contain magnetic inclusions,
which are formed during the synthesis of materials as
a result of imperfection of the technology. To improve
the homogeneity of the composition of polycrystalline
samples, it is necessary to perform magnetic rejection
or multiply repeat the technological cycle. Single-

crystal samples were small (~10–3 m) and therefore
had a mass of several milligrams. The magnetic moment
of the samples corresponds to their mass and size param-

eters and amounts to ε-FeSi ~ 10–10–10–8 A m2 in a field
of B = 0.01 T, which approaches the magnetometer
sensitivity limit. Therefore, these and other similar
magnetic measurements require special accuracy and
accounting for the signal from the empty holder.

In the FeSi crystals, iron ions are in the tetravalent

state (Fe4+) and have the ground low-spin state 

(S = 0) in the d4 configuration. The energy gap
between the ground and first excited states is about
~600 K. Therefore, at low temperatures, the magnetic
moment should be completely absent and only arise
with increasing temperature as the high-spin state

 (S = 1) is populated. The maximum susceptibil-

ity χ(T) at T = 500 K is related just to the population

4

2ge

3 1

2 2g ge t
INORGANIC MATERIALS: APPLIED RESEARCH  Vol.
of this level. The low-temperature features observed in
the experiments (Fig. 7) were interpreted within the
model of impurity centers. Fitting the experimental
curves by the Langevin functions, the parameters of
iron clusters occurring owing to the crystal nonstoi-
chiometry were determined.
 11  No. 4  2020
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Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of the magnetic suscepti-
bility χ(T) of the ε-FeSi crystals: polycrystals with differ-
ent degrees of nonstoichiometry (1, 2) and single crystal
(3). Points 1–3 correspond to the experiment and lines 4–
6 correspond to the theoretical fitting using the Langevin
functions. The measuring field is B = 0.06 T. Inset: χ(T)
dependence in the temperature range of 4.2–950 K.
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Multilayer Nanostructures

Study of the film systems containing ferromagnetic
layers separated by semiconductor layers is interesting
for controlling their magnetic characteristics by vary-
ing the parameters of the layers. In particular, the tem-
perature dependence of the magnetization ζ(T) of the
(Gd/Si/Co/Si)20 multilayer nanostructures signifi-

cantly depends on the silicon layer thickness tSi [6].

(Here, the magnetization ζ is the magnetic moment of
a unit film surface.) The formation of silicon spacers

with a thickness of tSi = 5 × 10–10 m leads to the occur-

rence of a compensation point on the ζ(T) depen-
dence (curve 1 in Fig. 8b) and the appearance of a
small maximum with an increase in the magnetic field
B (curve 2 in Fig. 8b). At a silicon layer thickness of

tSi = 10–9 m, the minimum magnetization, which can

be attributed to the compensation point, is observed in
fields of up to B ~ 0.01 T; in addition, with increasing
field B, the maximum in the ζ(T) dependence grows
and shifts to the low-temperature region (Fig. 8c).
Such an unusual behavior of the magnetization is
explained by the fact that the interaction of gadolin-
ium layers with neighboring cobalt layers through a
silicon spacer leads to the formation of a noncollinear
magnetic structure in the form of a f lat cone of the
magnetic moments of the gadolinium layers. The total
moment of the conical structure is antiparallel to the
total magnetic moment of the cobalt layers. As the
temperature increases, the cone of moments of the
rare-earth subsystem collapses against the background
of the decreasing total magnetic moment.

Reliability of the Results

The reliability of the experimental data obtained in
the course of magnetic measurements determines the
correctness of establishing the type of magnetic order-
ing in a material under study. It should be noted that,
sometimes, especially at the initial stage of operation,
users of commercial magnetometers, including, for
example, the most widely used MPMS (Magnetic
Property Measurement System) [7] and PPMS (Phys-
ical Property Measurement System) facilities, have an
insufficiently clear idea of   the processes that occur in
these complex instruments during measurements. In
particular, in the magnetometers with a superconduct-
ing solenoid, the magnetizing field sweep to several
tesla is accompanied by the occurrence of magnetic
flux pinning on inhomogeneities of a superconductor
in the winding wire. As a result, magnetic vortices
arise, which create internal magnetic fields; this ulti-
mately leads to the occurrence of a residual field of

10–3–10–2 T in the sample region [8]. This residual
field is in no way taken into account, since the devices
do not include a magnetic field sensor, and the field
value is calculated on the basis of the measured current
in the solenoid. Unfortunately, such nuances are not
properly reflected in maintenance manuals. This
RIALS: APPLIED RESEARCH  Vol. 11  No. 4  2020
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Fig. 9. Magnetic field dependences of the photoinduced

change in the magnetization of the FeBO3 crystal at opti-

cal pump power levels of (1) 2 × 10–6, (2) 4 × 10–6, and

(3) 10–5 W/m2. T = 4.2 K.
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results in the occurrence of an uncontrolled instru-
mental error, which, during operation in weak fields,
leads to errors in the measurements of the field and to
the subsequent incorrect interpretation of experimen-
tal results.

Most frequently, researchers detect superconduc-
tivity where it does not exist [9–11]. In particular, a
weak ferromagnetic moment in a negative field is mis-
taken for a manifestation of diamagnetism [9, 11]. For
instance, when studying the temperature dependences
of the magnetic moment of the weak-ferromagnetic
Ba2Cu3O4Cl2 and Sr2Cu3O4Cl2 samples, the authors of

[11] came to the conclusion about the occurrence of
superconductivity in them at high (337 and 386 K,
respectively) temperatures and even explained this
“phenomenon.” Meanwhile, they even did not take
into account that the magnetic field dependences of
the magnetization of high-temperature superconduc-
tors have a special characteristic form [12, 13].

Certainly, these and similar results seem extremely
doubtful from their inception and require thorough
reexamination. The magnetic measurements per-
formed by the author at the insistent request of the
“discoverers” have unequivocally proved that, in the
above-mentioned materials, no transitions to the
superconducting state with anomalously high critical
temperature occurred [14]. Moreover, superconduc-
tivity in them is fully absent at low temperatures. In
order to exclude the residual field in a superconduct-
ing solenoid, the measurements in weak fields were
performed right after cooling the cryogenic part of the
magnetometer to the liquid helium temperature.

In addition, it is erroneous to conclude that the
temperature of the magnetic phase transition shifts
depending on the rate of change in the temperature of
the sample [11]. In reality, this “shift” is caused by the
hardware error resulting from the temperature gradi-
ent in the magnetometer insert. The higher the sample
heating rate, the greater the difference between the
sample and sensor temperatures.

Photomagnetism

The MPMS-type magnetometers [7] are optionally
equipped with an optical fiber for photomagnetic
studies. It should be noted, however, that, since the
MPMS measurement procedure is complex, the time
required for obtaining one experimental point is 20 s or
more. The sample is mechanically moved between the
receiving coils and its total magnetic moment is mea-
sured. For this reason, the MPMS facility is suitable
for studying only slow and fairly high-intensity pho-
toinduced magnetization changes [15, 16].

The author’s SQUID magnetometer has an operat-
ing speed higher by a factor of 1000 and can work in a
continuous mode; therefore, it can detect much finer
photomagnetic effects in dynamics (curve 2 in Fig. 4b).
Thus, reversible photoinduced magnetization changes
INORGANIC MATERIALS: APPLIED RESEARCH  Vol.
Δσ were detected in the FeBO3 iron borate crystals

irradiated with laser light with a wavelength of λ =

6.3 × 10–7 m (Fig. 9) [17]. Note that the Δσ values   are

extremely low and amount to about 10–6–5 × 10–4 of

the magnetization of the sample of σ ≈ 4 A m2/kg and
the characteristic magnetization relaxation times are
about 0.1–10 s. The observed experimental features
are interpreted within the model of an impurity center,

i.e., a complex containing the Fe2+ ion. Probably, illu-
mination causes the redistribution of the populations

of sublevels of the main Fe2+ multiplet such that the
strongly anisotropic level is predominantly populated.
In this case, the interaction of the impurity subsystem
with the matrix crystal changes, leading to the change
in the magnetic sublattice canting angle. Different

peaks are related to the contributions of the Fe2+ ions
located in different crystallographic sites relative to the
magnetic field direction.

CONCLUSIONS

The SQUID magnetometer developed at the
Kirensky Institute of Physics, Siberian Branch, Rus-
sian Academy of Sciences, makes it possible to carry
out fundamental investigations of both the static mag-
 11  No. 4  2020
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netic properties of various crystalline and film materi-
als and photoinduced changes in the magnetization.
In some cases, the author’s magnetic measurement
technique ensures more accurate and reliable scien-
tific results than those obtained on commercial
devices.
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